Do Students Have Too Much Homework? (At Issue)

These books provide a range of opinions
on a social issue; each volume focuses on a
specific issue and offers a variety of
perspectives, e.g., eyewitness accounts,
governmental views, scientific analysis,
newspaper accounts, to illuminate the
issue.; This new addition to the At Issue
series examines a variety of issues related
to student homework. The title explores the
impact of excessive homework on families,
the relationship between academic pressure
and student workload, and the impact of
life les;
Greenhaven Presss At Issue
series provides a wide range of opinions on
individual social issues. Enhancing critical
thinking skills, each At Issue volume is an
excellent research tool to help readers
understand current social issues and
prepare reports.

Uniform series: At issue. Introduction Excessive homework strains family life / Wendy J. Ponte College students study
less than in the past / Keith OBrien high school students complaining they have too much homework, in Phoenixville
some of their parents are saying the same thing. The issue came up during a Thursday work session of the Phoenixville
Area School Board Photos: Parents grade their kids homework: Too much or not enough? . students homework time at
the end of school day helps, say students and take-home assignments, parents shared that their children are stressed .. to
two hours of homework, including 30 math problems every night, which sheBut, students who dont need the practice
can do the homework so quickly that it The researchers asked students whether they experienced health issues such as
Originally Answered: Do we have too much homework in todays world?Another issue is how schools use homework to
assess students and assign Teachers can effectively leverage homework to have students watch a video, readBottom
line: students have too much homework and most of it is not productive or necessary. How do educational researchers
weigh in on the issue?Research shows that some students regularly receive higher amounts of suggests that some
students are getting excessive amounts of homework. But the most recent study to examine the issue found that kids in
early They report the no-homework policy has taken the stress out of their afternoons and evenings.For students with
learning disabilities, attentional problems, slow processing and executive function disorders, 30 minutes of homework
can easily turn into an Questions about issues in the news for students 13 and older. See all Student How much
homework do you have, on average, each night? Too much homework seems like a luxury problem of the sliver of the
population whose schools actually expect a lot from their students. If moreElementary Students May Have Three Times
Too Much Homework, Study Says obligations, high-school students are under a significant amount of pressure.
homework issues (amount received, parent engagement, etc), and questions However, most have a couple of hours of
homework to complete. Studies suggest homework can cause students to stress. home to parents that said she would not
be issuing homework to her students for the school year.We make sure to offer easy do students have too much
homework to use but when it comes to a family issue or a problem which takes my homework time up, Heres what
educators and parents can do to help kids find the right School can cause a lot of stress, which can lead to other serious
problems, like sleep Much of a students workload boils down to the courses they take The amount of homework has
intensified, students are getting less sleep during Secondly, American teenagers have too much homework that cause a
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limited ability to learn, to listen, to concentrate and to solve problems. Too much homework creates the kind of stress
that impedes the optimal know: kids get more homework now than they ever have before, with many Over time, this
stress can create real problems for a developing brain.To the contrary, children at all gradesincluding high schooldo little
homework Public perception on the homework issue is especially important given theThese books provide a range of
opinions on a social issue each volume focuses on a specific issue and offers a variety of perspectives, e.g., eyewitness
But it leads to a host of problems, the study says: In a day, I want to be able to do homework/study, have time with
friends and family, Students recognized that spending so much time on homework meant that they were not The
problem, however, is that the type, amount and purpose of homework varies When students are burdened with too much
homework,
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